Hotels nearby Università Bocconi

HOTEL D'ESTE****
Viale Bligny, 23
Milano
http://www.hoteldestemilano.it
Tel: +39 02 58321001
Fax: +39 0258321136
E-mail reception@hoteldestemilano.it

Hotel D'Este is located in the heart of Milan and near all major attractions of the city. 79 Rooms totally remodeled in 2001, offers superior class service in very quiet atmosphere, tastefully hotel ideal for the business traveler. All the guest rooms are comfortable and nicely equipped to give a feeling of being at home while away from home.

Hotel amenities: AM/FM Alarm Clock, Bar/Lounge, Business Center, Concierge, 24 Hour Front Desk, Mini Bar, Modem Lines in Room, Meeting/Banquet Facilities, No Smoking Rooms/Facilities, RV or Truck Parking, Restaurant, Room Service Safe Deposit Box, Television with Cable, Laundry/Valet Services.

HOTEL GRAND VISCONTI PALACE****
Viale Isonzo 14
Milan
http://www.grandviscontipalace.com/
Tel: +39 02 540 341
E-mail info@grandviscontipalace.com

The Grand Visconti is a fashionable palace in the heart of Italy's fashion capital.
The hotel has 162 rooms of the Classic, Quality and Exclusive type, and 10 Suites ranging from the Junior Suites to the Tower Suite. While the bedrooms are classical, many of the suites have been given touches of a slight minimalist design, for tastes which are sophisticated but not traditional. The hotel has 4 Junior Suites, 3 Executive Suites, 2 Grand Suites and the exclusive Tower Suite.

Guests can enjoy an array of amenities including health spa and sauna, indoor swimming pool and express check-in/out.
HOTEL LIBERTY****
Viale Bligny 56
Milano
http://www.liberty.hotelsinmilan.it
Tel: + 39 02 58318562
Fax +39 02 58319061
E-mail info@hotelliberty-milano.com

A newly built deluxe hotel at 10 minutes from city center. Refined atmosphere and all the best comforts.
Pleasant building gained from an old palace just on the spanish walls. Bright hall, wide rooms and modern furnitures. Private garage, bar, little garden, TV and breakfast room.
Reaching Università Bocconi’s Campus

From Linate Airport
By taxi: it takes about 20 minutes and costs approximately € 15.

Public transport: take the bus 73 (direction San Babila), get off at Cinque Giornate, take tram 9 (Direction Porta Genova) and get off at Via Bocconi. The bus ticket is € 1.50 and may be bought at tobacco shops and newspaper stands inside the airport.

From Malpensa Airport
By taxi: it takes about 50 minutes and costs € 90 (fixed rate).

Malpensa Express train to Cadorna Railway Station (€ 11), then take subway green line 2 (direction Abbiatagegrasso Chiesa Rossa or Assago Milano Fiore), get off at Porta Genova and take tram 9 (direction Centrale FS) to Via Bocconi.

Malpensa shuttle is a convenient bus taking less than one hour to reach Stazione Centrale (Central Railway Station), from Malpensa airport. It runs every 20 minutes and the price of the ticket is € 7.50. From Stazione Centrale take subway line 3 (Direction San Donato), get off at Porta Romana, take tram 9 (Direction Porta Genova) and get off at Via Bocconi.

From Stazione Centrale FS (Central Railway Station)
By taxi: it takes about 20 minutes and costs approximately € 17.

Public transport: take subway line 3 (Direction San Donato), get off at Porta Romana and take tram 9 (Direction Porta Genova) and get off at Via Bocconi.

Taxi service is always available day and night at taxi ranks just outside the exits of the airport.
It is possible to ask at Bocconi reception to call a taxi or call it directly at: +39.024040 or +39.028585.

The ticket for the Public Transport costs € 1.50 and is valid on the whole Milan urban network for 90 minutes from validation but allows only one journey on the metropolitan railway.
It is also valid within the rail throughway and on the urban sections of Trenord.